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Abstract 

 

The poems in this thesis chronicle continuous attempts to return home 

spiritually, emotionally, and literally through various cycles of existence. I trace the 

layered metaphor “going home” through the entire collection. The first stage starts at 

home, where all journeys start. I include childhood poems in this section. The next 

section reflects the struggles and joys of maturing, represented by natural themes and 

scenes.  In the third section, I juxtapose dark and humorous themes through various 

polarities, dichotomies, and contrasts, focusing more on the perilous parts of 

attempting to return home on various levels. Lastly, I bring the journey full circle by 

returning to images and themes of family and light, bringing the reader back home. The 

first poem in the work is about my father’s influence, so I found it appropriate to bring 

the collection full circle and end the thesis with a work about my father’s influence as 

well. 

 

 Section I is Beginnings. This section initiates the process of going home. It begins 

in childhood, and many poems take place at my childhood home. I started with a 

chronological exploration of my youngest experiences, and I transitioned into older 

childhood episodes. 

 

 Section II is Life Cycle, named after one of the section’s poems. This part leads 

the reader further into the story arc, exploring the natural world and joys and challenges 
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of maturation through these various “life cycles.” The reader also explores various 

natural events, which someone is likely to encounter on a journey.  

 

 In Section III, Two Views, the thread binding all the poems together is 

juxtaposing contrasts, particularly contrasting beliefs. This segment also deals with 

struggling through loss and doubt while journeying toward spiritual wholeness.  

 

 Section IV, Offshoots of Light, includes poems that connect with various forces 

that have influenced me in some way or create a “light” theme.  Most of the poems 

bring the reader closer to the end of the journey, toward the light and warmth of 

spiritual, emotional, and physical home. The last poem in the thesis and this section, 

therefore, returns the reader to my childhood home and the theme/mood in the first 

poem.  

   

Through the collection, the reader starts at home, circles away from the concept 

of childhood and home, and, at the end, returns to where she began, like a hero’s quest. 

In the end, the concept of returning home becomes the prevalent theme in the thesis, 

and therefore a fitting conclusion to the entire collection.
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I. Beginnings
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Bones 

 

I sit on my dad’s knee 

secure as a rock 

and sip 

from his transparent  

soda cup 

my entire face 

in clear plastic 

as light refraction plays 

to my eyes 

  

fizzing hissing soda 

poured, ice popping 

an old TV set 

simple 

sits dependable 

a metal skeleton on wheels 

my only vision 

a glowing television 

surrounded by darkness 
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when cold descends 

Christmas lights glisten 

distorted starbursts 

in dark places 

yellow fans out beside 

green pink orange blue 

making colorful splashes 

of half-popped fireworks 

I squint up at tiny bulbs 

my eyes almost shut 

to swell starry colors like water 

so I can have them 

forever 

  

close glowing tubes 

cluster together on strings 

clinging to spines 

of soft needled greenery 

fanning out of brown bones 

pungent sweetness slides up my 

freezy nostrils, soda fizz breaths 
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tall tree stands over me 

solitary luminescence 

in a dark room 

my great protector 

dependable bones and muscle 

my safe lap  
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Stellar Monkey 

 

you were born on a Tuesday 

a wee redhead 

overlooked and small 

you stood behind mother 

swinging from her purse--a monkey-- 

dreaming of when you got older 

nestled in stars every night-- 

percolating 

 

you had imagination 

monsters princesses epics 

writing them down 

slept with the lights on 

scared of things that came 

from dark worlds in your mind 

you pictured life in purples reds blues 

 

you went to college 

where you could pull stars 

down from skies 
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in real life 

nestled yourself in them again 

you craved eggplant scarlet sapphire 

 

real life swung from your purse 

--a monkey-- 

you needed to feed yourself 

keep sleeping with lights on 

 

you write the monsters away 

still lead unicorns 

into light 

still pull stars down 

nestle yourself in the nebulae 
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Childhood Anthem 

 

My mother’s hands dance over mingled black and white across the keys. 

I sit alone outside on Sunday afternoon to listen close. 

I watch the water puddle on the moss and rocks and feel the breeze. 

 

My skinny legs swing, dangle off the porch’s edge from bent knees. 

She plays “How Great Thou Art” to help the thunderstorm give us repose. 

My mother’s hands dance over mingled black and white, across the keys. 

 

Fuzzy moss hugs rocks beneath my feet while raindrops tap my knees. 

The rhythm of the rain is full of God and puddles dance . . . almost. 

I watch the water puddle on the moss and rocks and feel the breeze. 

 

The cutting of the dust is fresh and water softly hits the leaves. 

In dining room her swaying, praising notes bounce off the walls--echoes. 

My mother’s hands dance over mingled black and white, across the keys. 

 

“I see the stars. I hear the rolling thunder.” Wonder, ponder these. 

The song and thunder weave cool and gray among the leaves. 

I watch the water puddle on the moss and rocks and feel the breeze. 
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In pecan trees and moss I see a fresher shade of green exposed. 

“How Great Thou Art” and thunderstorm are one as water drops on toes. 

My mother’s hands dance over black and white across the keys. 

I watch the water puddle on the moss and rocks and feel the breeze. 
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Conjoined Birds 

 

Shaded by magnolia, two girls in pigtails  

pose on steps wearing baseball uniforms.  

In shorts, they run  

inner arms intertwined  

 outer arms spread to fly. 

 

Lily and Molly skip down grocery store aisles 

and throw cookies, chips, and candy in the cart.  

Grandpa laughs and buys everything they want. 

 

Two cousins trot the sidewalk  

and begin on the same foot to avoid cracks.  

They flap and flail arms 

and cry, “Coot-coot! Coot-coot!”  

in perfect synchronicity. 

 

Lily and Molly play 1, 2, 3 Red Light, Freeze Tag, and Simon Says 

with neighborhood kids all afternoon.  

Flecks of orange light sway under the tree. 
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As twilight approaches, 

 other kids depart and fireflies arrive.  

Lightening bugs land on fingertips 

and illuminate their skin. 

Eyes squint through fingered slits. 

They fill a Mason jar, 

a glass socket of luminosity. 

Grandpa says, “Let them go.” 

Lilly and Molly gather flies 

and let legs tickle open palms. 

“Up, up, and away.  Goodbye fireflies.” 

Lights soar into the dark. 

 

The two laugh at swifts that fly overhead,  

swinging into chimneys for the night.  

Their arms stay conjoined.  

Flying--always flying.  

 

Lily lowers the porch shade 

so she cannot see the magnolia’s stump. 

This is the first spring they don’t watch 

mockingbirds builds nests in branches.  
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 Lily sits and puts photos in order,  

swinging on her own, arms by her side, feet on the ground.  
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Going Home 

 

Dirty bare feet, 

black mud under 

toenails--dried up 

 

freckles and four 

blazing green eyes 

look at summer’s 

 

sun.  Chelle’ and I 

are princesses 

as far as we 

 

know in this our  

mud wonderland 

of ditches and 

 

canals--the moats 

of our castles. 

We have horses. 
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No one else seems 

to see Clydesdales 

in transparent 

 

stables that we 

and only we 

can see.  We feel 

 

the beach breezes 

but no one else 

can taste the salt 

 

and we wander 

why.  Dried mud slides 

off our feet in 

 

the moat and our 

feet slap pavement 

while water drops  

 

sizzle on ce- 

ment in sultry 

sun, going home.
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Missing the Seventh Year 

 

My six-year-old sister sits with me 

on the red splintery sides of dad’s trailer. 

He parked it in a front corner of the big red barn 

across the yard from the house in front of firewood. 

Red plastic reflector lights sparkle on the back. 

The apple tree behind us blossoms in April light. 

Next week would be Stephanie’s birthday. 

 

Skirting edges of the trailer we pretend  

to be monkeys climbing a zoo’s fence railing. 

Standing on both ends, we discover  

our weights tip the cart in both directions. 

We play see-saw.  She pounces on one side 

and I shift upward. I jump and the trailer’s weight 

shifts again as the other side touches down. 

 

Stephanie’s turn comes, and she misdirects her step. 

Putting full weight on one of the taillights, 

the cheap plastic shatters beneath her foot.  

We snicker and hoot under our breaths. 

Dad eyes us from across the yard and yells.  
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Startled animals, we scatter 

as he approaches the trailer, his eyes fluttering. 

 

Her laughter ceases. “I didn’t mean to.”  

His breath quickens and he points in Stephanie’s face. 

 “That’s no birthday party for you! 

You’re going to be six years old for another year.” 

“You can ground me, but please let me have my party.” 

He kept his word. 

She cried the rest of the day. 

 

There were no guests, no balloons, no presents, 

No cakes, no ice cream, no red Kool-aid, no birthday licks to grow on, 

And no birthday wishes to keep secret so they could come true. 

I think by missing her seventh year, 

a year filled with fantastic firsts-- 

like the first little league game and first grown up bike, 

one year of my sister is missing, one year of herself.
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Cliff diving 

 

In the light blue skyline,  

Kevin leaped from a cliff 

and howled a happy-go-lucky hoot 

landing on the soft gum sand, rich and ebony, 

pushed toward deadly river currents by cliff’s teeth. 

 

Wind whipping moments without adults  

yawned through our afternoons. 

Kevin’s sister Michelle clapped and cheered. 

He dared her to jump. 

She remained safe on the edge, pure 

sandy hair untouched by dirt. 

Her mom and dad had eyes everywhere 

even when they did not. 

 

My sister Stephanie jumped without hesitation. 

Her firm feet thumped on the sand in one swift motion. 

Chestnut hair swung congruent with deep black currents 

always behind her. 
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She dared me to jump as Kevin had his sister. 

I couldn’t imagine my body landing 

those ten feet unhurt. 

I stayed because Michelle stayed 

watching from cliff’s edge. 

 

Michelle and I climbed down   

black pillow cliffs and gray hair roots  

our wiry safety to the beach of whipping wind. 

Black mud pockets swallowed our legs to our knees  

as salty darkness lapped around them.   

Petrified driftwood created improvised swords  

for duels and oaths of secrecy of cliffdiving antics.
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The Deep End 

 

When we turned eleven,  

we kicked pedals four miles in blazing sun.  

Radio Flyer freckles formed  

on two scorched faces and pairs of shoulders.  

We devoured melting M & M’s and Starbursts 

bought ourselves with quarters stored in Keds. 

 

Michelle and I invented games 

in the shallow end, diving for pennies  

and if in a gambling mood, quarters.  

Sometimes we played with smaller kids  

or walked across the cement lip  

that separated shallow from the deep 

until the lifeguard blew her whistle.  

 

Sometimes we swam back and forth in the “middle end”  

took breaths and grasped floating rope 

that kept us out of the deep end. 

We bounced on toes  

so water wouldn’t go over our heads. 

Eventually, Michelle and I worked up nerve 
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to climb middle end’s ladder 

and slap feet on pavement towards the deep. 

 

Everybody who was anybody  

swam in the deep end  

where action happened.  

We competed with others for pool prestige. 

Michelle and I glided down waterslides  

head first, butt first, feet first,  

backwards, up-side-down, on our stomachs. 

The diving board staged showoffs 

that out-splashed competition 

 via cannonballs and belly flops.   

 

Michelle and I claimed a ladder in the deep  

and held on for life.  

We devised a game talking underwater.  

Holding the ladder, we both submerged  

and bubbled warbled words.   

The other guessed what the warbler said.   

Re-submerged, Michelle and I laughed underwater.   

We rarely guessed what the other said. 
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Ode to a Dryer Sheet (Or Dryer Sheet Lullaby) 

 

I unclog the tub and hear the  

thump. 

A sucking gurgle goes  

downward. 

Caked in bubbles, slurping and  

Oozing 

In circles. 

Final suction departs  

And plastic becomes dry. 

 

Pink fleshy toes with 

Goosebumps peel off the clean floor 

Now dry.   

A rush of antiseptic air 

Is abrasive on my soft shoulders. 

Downy towel with cotton bumps 

Feels like soft sand  

Exfoliating my skin, 

Rubbing intermittently against pores. 
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Warm clothes slide on skin 

Like downy air from the South. 

Bare feet rub carpet 

Like bare fingers running 

Up-side-down on velvet. 

The night sings with crickets 

And bubbles floating on 

dryer sheet breezes. 
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The Melodramatic Laundromat 

 

Bubbles spiral into darkness as chains. 

The gang of dryers rattles and groans, 

convicts on detail in unison, wistful. 

 

Washers quiver, their tubs of trouble full. 

The quivers mount to cries with rattling chains; 

the washers swish “Oh Agony!” and groan. 

 

At the end of day, empty hulls want to groan, 

when doors slam shut to darkness, dungeons full. 

Bubbles spiral to the darkness as chains, 

 

Night falls. Machines chained to walls groan to sleep wistful.
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What Really Could Have Happened  

 

One time while I rode the tractor with Granddaddy  

I fell onto the pavement, but was not hurt.  

One time my sister and I sat on Grandma’s porch in Macon for eight hours  

and talked in the cold till five in the morning 

even though Grandma told us to come in.  

And once, when a loose tooth hammered my gums  

and nobody was around, I found a piece of string  

tied it to a doorknob, closed the door, fell backwards on the bed, and yanked it out.  

A summer day I was playing outside.  

A helicopter flew so low I could see soldiers inside. 

 I waved. They waved back.  

Once, I placed second runner up in the Miss Echo Pageant.   

One time my family rode down a packed I-95 at night  

and we passed a fresh car wreck on the median.  

Uncovered bodies scattered on the grass, spilling blood in the road.  

One winter my sister and I poured milkshakes on the car window,  

and they froze to the glass.  We licked them off.   

The thing is—all of this might have really happened.
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II. Life Cycle
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Life Cycle 

 

Soil brushes against 

the inside of my finger. 

It's dark surface, 

bed of life and death 

one life's end 

material for 

another life's beginning. 

  

A green speck bursts through 

the placenta of blackness 

opening its two tiny digits 

to a far-off sky 

with little chance 

of living. 

It reaches all the more 

for air and light.
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Redbird and Woodpecker 

 

Smooth, sleek body 

head of crimson tilts sideways 

sharpened beak breaks bark. 

She peers to one side,  

continues tapping and picking,  

cracks timber. 

Wooden resonance  

echoes from treetops. 

Woodpecker beckons. 

 

Tiny king’s 

regal red crown 

rests above flitting feathers. 

With skittish ceremony  

his angular body 

bounces on limbs. 

Flecks of gold light dance 

around his frame. 

 

Cleopatra, her infinite variety, 

couldn’t be as versatile as these. 
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Royal lines 

a thousand generations removed 

continue. 

At least 

for now.
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Piping Bird 

 

Cardinal pipes on my power line 

metal scraping the floor. 

Her hem of feathers 

divides like a petticoat. 

She takes flight 

chrome tunes tweeting 

from her beak 

in the fluted medley 

of other birds. 

She dives slowly 

towards the ground 

puffing her song. 

Her body slows 

path perpendicular 

to my pool. 

She disappears  

into a pipe  

spinach green leaves 

rejoining the invisible 

wind ensemble.
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Georgia Cypress  

 

Calloused trunk hung with age bent  

by an old window. My rings keep ages’ chronicles. 

My branches hang like Cherokee shawls. 

My eyes, brown knotted knobs, 

 have seen hands working arrowheads 

to a point.  

 

Years ago, white men camped by my trunk 

and built a white frame house. 

Europeans’ tense hands fingered guns. 

Small blond children played at skirted legs 

while husbands cleaned woods.  

The white man drove Cherokee away 

in a trail of blood and tears.  

 

The pines crashed down.  

I knew each one whose body rose into barn roofs. 

Sharecroppers toiled in sun; I cast the only shade.   

The waving green fields of yield 

where croppers labored through days 

and hoed cotton, picked beans, 

 tobacco, melons, corn, and wheat.  
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Generations aged my limbs 

that shadowed white-shawled women. 

Fried chicken popped in cast iron pots  

that simmered gravy, greens, and grits.      

Bluegrass music rose from banjos, 

picking about pipe tobacco. 

Settlers became the native tribe,  

subdued land once a wilderness.   

 

The old frame house’s paint peeled.  

The growl of engines came 

and brought the hard, gray ground 

with dashed lines of yellow paint 

that took settlers to the cities. 

Alone once again except new sprung trees 

my rough aged trunk leans more 

as each wide ring emerges in my trunk. 

 

One night the old wood house crashed in. 

My leaning trunk creaks like boards 

before that sagging house collapsed. 

I know one day my trunk 

will crash like wooden houses 
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or old pines that white men severed. 

Until that day, I dream of black-haired men 

that lived beneath swaying trees.
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Coming of spring 

  

charcoal sky surrounds 

gray branches 

ashen snow rests 

on  limbs 

waits 

to be crushed 

 

twisting, choking vines 

serpentine claws 

will strangle branches 

mockingbirds’ trilling shrieks 

reverberate 

through dull trunk 

 

when snow melts 

beaks will tangle 

pristine green locks 

with dirty nest grasses
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Reckoning 

 

Smiling Buddha sits 

under Bodhi tree resting 

like Georgia’s bullfrog. 

 

Thunderstorm passes by 

in summer like afternoon 

bowling sinking pins. 

 

Leaves soar from oak trees  

like kamikaze paper 

from my writing desk. 

 

Sparkling ice snow 

drops tinkling crystal gems, 

soft white bells in wind. 

 

Gray birds with twigs flit 

in cold wind, and I await 

to gather my time. 
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All this constrained form 

invokes the season 

of my discontent. 

 

Sheets of snowy cries 

fill the blanket of my thoughts 

washing it all clean. 

 

Fires bring reckoning 

in winter, baring our cores, 

tempered diamond sheens. 

 

Purple petals spin 

like ceiling fans restarted 

for the first of Spring. 

 

God’s broom closet cleaned 

in Spring is my chance to start 

anew with my prayers.
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End of the Beginning 

 

Splashing fish slap water’s edge. 

In sun drenched shallows weave sequin fins. 

Brown-gold water flecks at the ledge 

in late morning, end of what begins. 

 

Above lake, doves coo lullabies 

to babies, accompanied by wrens. 

They lilt in wavy limbs and sigh 

in late morning, end of what begins. 

 

 The melodies of meadowlarks, 

sing praises to the morning wind,  

and patchy light specks waltz on bark  

in late morning, end of what begins. 

 

Full trees wave muscled arms to skies 

reaching toward remnants of sunrise. 

Shade whispers to sun’s glints, “come in,” 

late morning, end of what begins.
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III Two Views
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Homecoming 

 

He wheezes hunched over sink. 

Granddaddy stirs lemonade 

fighting against gravity. 

Church homecoming looms, hungry 

mouths to feed. Wooden spoon taps   

plastic. Eyes gaze uncertain  

in juice’s swirling yellow depths.  

Enlarged, his heart thumps slowly 

twenty-five percent power 

in sync with his spoon, slowing. 

Like the lemons, he squeezes 

all that can be extracted  

from his heart. 

 

He stares in the crowded room 

and out at the cemetery 

among living and deceased-- 

at white on the tablecloth. 

Trickles escape his eyelids 

beneath reflecting glasses. 

His legs cannot stand the line. 
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Fatigue overrides sheer will, 

so his wife makes him a plate. 

Old church friends mix around him 

--a slow beat in fast pulses.
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The Church Cemetery 

 

standing in the church cemetery 

behind solid white unforgiving buildings 

hollow echoes, question marks on gravestones 

loss ground in rips open 

 

people cave to loss with acceptance 

why go gently into that dark night? 

baptist edges jab sensitive awareness, bruising flesh 

with stark boundaries of fundamentalism 

 

in Granddaddy’s grave, his cold face sleeps 

under slab, alone among the dead 

callous gray stone of older graves provides barricade 

a mask for the departed 

from mirrors of mortality 

 

heavy clouds in sky turn red orange purple 

the ground rocks, loosening graves 

stones, smooth and cold, pop open like pea hulls 
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feet rush forward toward buildings—away— 

from family plot, but like a stretched black limousine 

graveyard lengthens as earth shivers, more stone breaks 

graveyard  does not surrender its borders 
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The Greatest Generation  

 

The last twilight of autumn sky retreats. 

Where has the Greatest Generation gone? 

Survivors cross the shores, shells rain in sheets. 

The last twilight of autumn sky retreats. 

Now they’ve come home.  They’re kissing in the streets. 

Flags cover caskets.  Gun salutes are drawn. 

The last twilight of autumn sky retreats. 

Where has the Greatest Generation gone?
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Two Views 

 

When he discovered two paths, he was torn 

between a wide and grassy sunlit view 

or a rocky, winding path where dense brush grew. 

Frost probably felt like me, tired and worn, 

and I, a homespun girl, had to decide 

between the wide path taken by most folks 

and an intriguing one shadowed in oaks.  

 Would I regret my choice until I died? 

 

The path I did not try tugs at me now. 

I peer ahead into the deep, green trek, 

restart my search for undiscovered views. 

Where would the obscure curves weave past the boughs? 

I saw the intricate way-through connect 

with rich complexities of deeper hues.
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Departure 

 

Yes, I’m afraid it’s time to go. 

I won’t waste the spring glow on you. 

You snuffed the spark, so cheerio. 

Yes, I’m afraid it’s time to go. 

Your love is like the summer dew 

gone when the sun has passed from view. 

Yes, I’m afraid it’s time to go. 

I won’t waste the spring glow on you.
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Forgetting  

 

Haven from turning  

to what lies ahead, 

turn instead  

to what lies behind. 

 

Amber shimmers from jukebox. 

Saturday nights, a dark folded corner 

sweetly pushed  

against a wall. 

 

Cigarettes sparkle  

in dark room that sings 

joyful blues  

rocking and rolling. 

 

Hours in honkytonks 

smoky and dark 

in the back 

till morning light.
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A Metaphor for Eggplant as a Drug 

 

Why would an otherwise sane person  

eat eggplants? 

 

My dad once said he would 

never allow an eggplant 

in his house. 

 

He must be the sanest, clearest- 

minded person in the world, 

according to this question. 

 

I think people who are otherwise  

sane, and eat eggplants,  

as I have, eat them 

because they do not listen to their dads. 

 

I listened to my dad  

for the longest time, 

and never tried eggplant.  
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I was a good girl 

for over twenty years. 

I never gave in to eggplant 

peer pressure or hype, 

always heeding my father’s  

warning words in the back of my mind. 

 

My dad hated eggplants, 

and they were forbidden. 

 

The angst and curiosity 

of my teens discovered me 

late, but they did find me. 

 

I did try eggplant, 

sinking my teeth into 

the breaded piece of 

purple passion, given to me 

by a friend. 

 

The eggplant did not cause  

the harm I was taught, 

having no effect on me. 
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It was strange, but 

not detestably wicked 

as my dad had taught. 

 

I am still sane. 

I am still here. 

I am still me. 

 

I do not do it often, 

so it cannot control me. 

 

I have eaten eggplants, 

and I am still my father’s daughter.
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Sweet with an Edge 

 

My mind is an orange, 

sweet with an edge. 

Sweet without tart 

is almost too 

sweet. 

Tangy magnolia is 

dizzy sweet pungent. 

The day after a storm 

has more taste 

of fresh turned earth 

and showered air. 

 

But when I 

cut 

sweet 

with a knife 

piercing orange 

with straight sharp 

blade 

orange flesh opens 
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in a straight line, 

subcutaneous paper cut, 

where good stuff is. 

 

I cut my mind with a knife 

sharp enough 

to slice into 

orange psyche 

get at something 

juicy, sharp, and sticky. 

Reflective metal 

blade 

cleans through solid 

layers 

of mind flesh 

cutting 

below 

surface 

to citrus mind, 

that bleeds 

sweet with an edge.
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Gethsemane 

 

The golden, orange, and eggplant leaves descend 

while catching azure light from up above 

in dizzy rustling swirls of stars come down. 

Reflective gray glass water waves, 

the edge of lake, epiphany for all: 

God’s mirror showing soul’s reflections 

in solitude at their Gethsemane. 

 

A fish communion by the grassy shore, 

feeds the hungry, fish and bread divided, 

minds’ revelation by the water’s edge.  

Yet flesh cannot always avoid sharp thorns 

or sleeping at the eleventh hour, 

but at the water’s edge between the trees 

and hedge of thorns, there grows a small white flower.
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Alpha Omega  

 

blue sphere spins 

maw of starred heaven  

borders black water surface   

violet aurora borealis  

hovers over horizontal waters  

streams flow in progression from heaven  

elements merge  

alpha-molten steel pools lava-orange 

gives birth to gentler elements  

alpha speckles blue thumbnail eggs  

gold spots form on perfected material 

flesh, blood, breath, spirit take a liking to each other  

every now and then  

create life   

 

scenery transforms minute by minute 

sweet, stinging, sharp, melodic 

birds’ wings beat crispy across heavens  

they rush by, midair 

white glory spirits coast into heaven   
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their flight blows peppermint breeze 

salty steam, earthy oxygen and crushed grass  

grace breath 

 

ages fly 

sacrificial lambs rend their flesh  

complete cycle  

so it begins again   

lamb babe bleats  

bloody, tacked by thorns  

end of the beginning  

 

soldiers mowed down  

catch on barbwire fences  

machine guns, corpses  

and orange smoke collect 

baby’s starving cry unanswered 

children’s bodies broken in ditches 

old woman’s birdcage ribs protrude 

black ribbon moves through time  

linear and cyclical 
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chest muscles expand and contract  

baby lambs, fresh-eyed 

wobble on shaking legs 

begin again  

 

ages fly 

omega pink sky mingles with purple storm  

clouds bathe in starbursts of gold light 

omega rays sink into darkness 

before stars’ entries shatter black earth sky 

 

complete cycle 

so it begins again 

blue sphere spins
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Letters 

 

Rain types cold indentations on my skin.  

I run for cover as it pelts harder and strikes  

leaves fluttering in the mist.  

In the haze appears an abandoned homestead 

built in the twenties.  The porch sags. 

I sprint for cover and wonder if the floorboards  

will cave. The dark wood splinters and rots.  

As I gain a foothold under the roof,  

a scent of cedar and sour milk drifts up.   

I tiptoe on eggshell cedar and peer in the window 

that stares a reflection back at me.    

 

I turn the brass knob and throw my back and legs 

into the door. The knob releases with a strained click.   

Inside, blackness envelopes space except gray light  

that seeps through the small room’s window.    

My pupils adjust to the dark.  

A horse-shaped toy the color of a faded girl’s blanket  

sits by the window.  Broken down the back,  

it seems a child had ridden the pony  
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long after she outgrew it.   

The horse’s wooden teeth beam a faded grin,  

and her high cheekbones contain a faint blush.   

Nothing else occupies the room, 

but a broken table in a corner.   

Leaves, dust, and dead insects crunch under boots. 

 

On the left, a black doorway  

frames darkness. Through the entrance,  

a window cover leaks light.   

I open the shutter. One side falls from rusty hinges.   

The crashing sound breaks the quiet. 

Light rushes into the room.  Rain intensifies  

like thousands of fingers tapping on the house, begging entry.  

Nothing occupies the space except a small chest under the window.   

The dark wood contains a latch, but no lock.  

I drag it to the middle of the floor. 

 

Silent whispers brush my neck  

as I pry open the box. The hinge squalls.   

Yellow papers lay in stacks, delicate from age  

folded edges splitting.   
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I count about thirty, opening the top one,  

and masculine scrawl covers its front.   

The bottom is signed, 

 “Andrew Jackson Sawyer, December 28, 1917.”  

My eye is drawn to the mortar shells, the words:  

“ . . . some days I wonder if I can live, knowing she’s gone.   

I wish I could come home.   

People tell me that this war’ll be over in weeks,  

but they said that months ago.   

Hearing mortar shells, sometimes I wish I was with her.   

You’re the only thing that keeps me going  

cause I wanna be there to help you through this.”   

 

 “December 10, 1924.”  I scan to the middle:  

 “ . . . taking charity ain’t such a bad idea.   

Ask your brother about that logging job,  

so I can be with you and A. J.  It’s snowing up here.   

I don’t know how much coal dust I wanna breathe.   

“ . . . A.  J.  Junior is beginning to walk?   

I wish I could see our boy.   

I often wonder how his sister would’ve liked having a brother . . . ”    

Fingers slide paper into the box.   
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The weather clears as just a few raindrops touch my scalp. 

Why had Grandpa not spoken of childhood?   

Light rain taps my forehead like baby fingers touching my skin. 

Some of the answers lay within these letters.  Andrew Jackson Sawyer. 

A.J. Junior had never told me his name.  
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IV. Offshoots of Light
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Offshoots of Light 

 

When momma comes to pick me up 

in late afternoon, I don’t want to go 

a sapling pulled at the roots. 

I lean toward Ma--my grandmother  

sun of my leaves.  

Holding the doorknob, digits growing around the metal 

wind catching my cries. 

 

Years on the farm blew in and out 

late summers carried ripe fullness 

--not weariness, good weight 

rain clouds about to open on dry fields. 

Greenery overwhelmed 

--dark green grass, fat gray-purple figs  

pecan trees with low branches of nuts. 

 

Ma’s body leaned a little more 

mature and full of bounty. 

The curve of childbearing hips  

generous black cloud of hair 
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and luminous deep-set eyes  

showed weighted fullness,  

abounding provider of food and love. 

 

Years blew in as dust on whirling air.   

The clouds turned round as bales of hay,  

honey colored mounds lining mowed fields  

the mounds looked spun from spindles  

by dizzy spiders, tumbleweeds 

shaped into meaning 

spirals of fresh mowed grass.  

 

College blew me like a floating leaf. 

At the farm my roots took to the dirt. 

Ma took me to the house where she grew up. 

She gave me heirloom flower bulbs  

that belonged to her mother. 

I pushed the bulbs into the black ground. 

Weeks flew by 

green specks peered out  

smelling like dirt mixed with honey 

taking root in their own place.
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Salt and Pepper  

 

I can taste-smell the edge of effervescence  

breathing in its bubbly foam, 

left behind by fizzy memories,  

little stingies poking tongue and nose. 

Dr. Pepper fog permeates my palate 

summoning an old dusty room  

filled with humming, rusty freezers. 

 

Time sealed this moment,  

re-opening it for the first time.  

Desire breathes air of another age. 

Only one breath captures Dr. Pepper  

that summons perfection  

and vanishes. 

 

 

Sweet soda froths edges of frosted glass,  

sooths my throat, 

capturing my Ma and me  

traversing down a dusty lane at dusk, 
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clouds floating in the last light of sky. 

For a moment, my mom’s mom is mine. 

As we carry cane poles and worms,  

our flip-flops pop. 

After fishing we will snap open cans  

and pour soda over sprightly ice 

in the storage room. 

 

My cousin and I are celestial beings,  

in clouds bubbling above the world.   

We sprint under the gulls  

through hot, carbonated sand  

sparkling under burning feet. 

We kick back tan fizz  

suds foaming on the beach’s edge. 

Brackish water stings our tongues.  

Our feet propel us to cooler sand. 

Arms spread wide, 

we imitate gulls in misty air. 

 

Only one lungful of air encapsulates   

rapture--  
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first sharp fizz 

of opened experience, 

last aroma rush from another age.
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The Piano Album 

 

Grandparents’ piano sits alone.  

Once, two generations’ children played, 

and notes flowed from its keys. 

 

The oak grain’s light brown wood  

fades to a yellow shade. 

A matching bench accompanies the piece. 

Its front encases decades of yellowed sheet music. 

Darkened ivories adorn the front. 

 

Photos from decades 

cover its flat surface  

like a timeline of tunes 

for the eyes.   

Sixties bouffants  

accompany ivory gowns. 

Feathered hair and beards  

hover over draping sleeves. 

Blue eye shadow and teased bangs  

frame sweaters and leather jackets.   
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Baby dresses and mullets  

dissolve into tamer styles.  

 

Weddings couples smile wide 

for camera lenses. 

Mischievous boys squirm.  

An elderly woman struggles to stand 

--all smiling. 

Wedding party poses 

captured before other children born  

and older grandmothers died. 

 

In photos down the line 

babies laugh,  

toddlers scoot on trikes, 

preteens grin in braces. 

The piano’s cover  

smiles 

like the piano’s keys. 

 

Behind frames, a mirror reflects  

feminine features  
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smiling  

so similar to faces in photos. 

 

Piano rests 

untouched  

as a reminder  

of years of music. 

They stretch out like notes.
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Porch Swing  

 

Creak, creak.  I feel the wood beneath  

   my body.  Time is frozen like my  

      hands.  They are like two pieces of sand- 

         paper rubbing against one another. 

            White paint is chipping at the corner, 

               by my knee.  Creak. 

 

Creak, creak.  I sit on the base of a  

  pendulum.  Only, I feel like time 

    has refrained from moving for my sake. 

                 I stare at Christmas lights, winking 

               at me.  Colorful fingers of light 

            beckon me to stay all night.  Creak. 

 

Creak, creak.  The slow hum of Macon is  

   one sound.  It hums to me in rhythm  

      with the lights.  My grandmother calls 

         me in from the cold, making me lose 

            the music.  I think I will stay out 

               here for a little while longer . . .                         Creak.
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Be Still 

 

Take your hair down,  

come get into bed,  

wrap the covers 

around your shoulders 

and be still. 

Close your eyes and  

feel  

the cool air. 

Clasp your hands  

together.   

Feel  

the crisp sheets,  

the cool air.   

Hear  

the hum of the night house. 

Smell  

clean hair.   

Taste 

fresh mint.  

See  
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sweet blackness.   

Breathe deep. 

Stretch.   

Relax.   

Be still. 

And know. 
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Breaking Light 

 

cento 

 

You can spend your whole life 

at the crossroads  

flicker loose as two  

feathers from a wren's back   

going abruptly into a starry night 

flame out, like shining shook foil 

with creamy iridescent coats of mail. 

Dawn breaks behind the eyes; 

light yet composed, as in the just soft stare, 

drips from the leaves.  

Hues--leap into air as if seeking a higher realm. 

Light breaks where no sun shines
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Cinquains 

 

Genetics 

 

“Bird legs,” 

they called my mom. 

Thin and pale, I sport them too. 

The likeness from inheritance, 

a blessing. 

 

 

Hurt 

 

A weight 

poised on a board 

totters on a mountain’s 

edge. If but a wisp grazes wood 

It will fall.  
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Redemption 

 

Carry 

a splintered tree. 

Uphold the throbbing world 

on your back.  Atlas may have shrugged. 

You didn’t. 

 

 

Come Morning 

 

Writing 

through the shadows 

beneath my soul’s dark shade 

keeps blinds cracked open to the dawn’s  

dim light.
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The Track  

 

Old man, 

blazing blue eyes 

too young for skin 

looks like discarded paper. 

His gaze says 

“I don’t belong in this body.” 

 

I am walking. 

People pass me 

in singles 

and pairs, 

rubber shoes 

thudding 

on the track. 

I walk 

people still pass me. 

 

My pace 

slow, at my best 

cannot keep up 
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far behind 

as I move lap 

after lap. 

 

I see 

God looking 

sharply at me 

the eyes of the old man, 

very much alive. 

 

I feel 

God in the rubber 

of my shoes stirring me along, 

very much alive. 

 

I know 

God in the pace of my feet, 

very much my own.
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Healing Centers 

 

Open space between each feathered beat 

of a hummingbird’s wings 

is peace. 

 

Golden light encased in transparent glory 

showing through pure tears of flowers 

is soul. 

 

Small shooting yellow and white plumed petals 

fanning from honeysuckle fountains 

is center. 

 

Inmost third of swirling three colored flame 

dancing as three in wind 

is core. 

 

Wrinkled sponge of mind linking pungent juniper 

to breathing nostrils, dilating pupils 

is memory. 
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Rustling matte-flame leaves rubbing together 

like soft hands by fire 

is communion. 

 

Pine straw of gentle, auburn strands 

blanketing sleeping scalp of earth 

is home.
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Awakening 

 

Fire crackles and cackles and makes 

a wild reflection in my eyes. 

I see orange, yellow, and blue 

doing the lambada as three  

in the wind.  Its pointed finger 

beckons like Patrick Swayze in 

Dirty Dancing, saying, “come here.” 

 

In darkness, the flame moves to and  

fro as a hip sway dance at night 

rocking back and fro like Elvis-- 

black velvet in Mississippi. 

Fire’s presence brings blood to the skin. 

Warming moves internally, 

the life of the camp gathering. 

 

As night air intensifies fire, 

it chants more resonant echoes 

in my ears, calling like a panther, 

my attention and proximity  
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drawn in by swirling bucking flames. 

Dancing fires hit their pointed peak, 

raw and wild with tribal blood mix- 

ing in my veins until scalding. 

 

After bright blue embers brood the  

‘morn away, the flames give last 

ironic cackles like a smok- 

er in last coughs of laughing life. 

The arrows cannot be removed 

from the flesh for a while yet.  It  

must twist the tribal blade in 

me before final departing. 

 

Dirty ritual purifies, 

a cleansing act changes poison 

fire into a healing water 

of life to arise a new being  

from the bed of burning. 

Fire tears down walls of flesh and guile 

leaving bare naked cores exposed. 
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One who outlives the scorching trance 

finds their gemstone in the ashes 

that only white-hot pain makes precious, 

only suffering makes it real. 

Fire can burn anything into 

nothing and into the ashes  

that out of comes something new.
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After Dickinson 

But Bliss, is sold just once. 

The Patent lost 

None buy it any more –  

-Emily Dickinson- 

Bring me the sunset in a cup 

for rainbows can be bottled 

in prisms of lucidity 

that sun fires through the glass. 

So why not cup a sunset 

of red, peach, fire and flower, 

thrown together in a cylinder, 

beaten like eggs 

in a smorgasbord of colors 

that blend and refract, 

and have their own borders  

in a goblet of crystal colors. 

 

Hot colors mingle, melting 

my mind’s plastic. 

How can I encapsulate  
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A sunset when the moment I do 

I lose it? 

 

When I let beaten peach and red be, 

They flow through me like liquid rain, 

drinking the sunset in a cup
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Sunday Nights 

 

Once a year, the smell of chimney smoke  

stands out distinctly. In the cold,  

my lungs expand deeply, feeling whole. 

Earthy wood scents rise from the fire 

as I exhale a fog fueled by newspaper. 

The year’s first flames warm, started by Dad. 

 

As night falls, I stand outside watching Dad 

as he gathers wood.  Feathered clouds like smoke 

pass over windblown newspaper. 

He, my protector, wards off the cold. 

My dad looks invincible, like fire 

fed by wind—young, strong, and whole. 

 

I breathe in deeply, feeling whole. 

Logs fill the rusted wheelbarrow Dad 

pushes toward the porch; it cradles wood for fire. 

Pine and hardwood the color of smoke 

pile under the banister in the cold. 

Dad unloads and goes in to read newspaper. 
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Dad sits at the table with the newspaper 

while comfort simmers on stove making us whole.  

We eat something heavy and tomatoey to ward off cold. 

Chili, spaghetti, or veggie soup for Dad 

and me bubbles in our bowls, making smoke. 

As gospel music plays, logs pop on the fire. 

 

My cocoon of salvation is built by fire. 

As Dad turns pages of newspaper 

and breaks crackers in tomato smoke, 

I copy him.  The room is a hole, 

 a refuge from the world with light and Dad. 

Outside could swallow me in dark and cold.  

 

The lights almost too bright away from cold 

and warmth almost too hot from fire 

overwhelm my senses as I  ask Dad 

questions. He grunts “mm-hmm” with newspaper 

in hand. Sundays after church make us whole,  

as we savor chili and chimney smoke. 

 

After church, I had Dad; he warded off cold. 
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I didn’t mind smoke or skin drying fire 

or his eyes in newspaper. Those nights made me whole. 



 



 

 


